Contents of Delivery onte

1 Reflexlichtschranke
2 Reflektor

Function

The Product Sensor is an optional unit for applicators on a Hermes+ printer.
To control the print and labelling process an external signal is needed, which will be start the labelling cycles. That signal is provided by the Product Sensor.
The reflective sensor sends out a beam which will be mirrored by the reflector. A labelling cycle will be started, when the product to be labelled interrupts the beam.
The length of the connecting cable amounts to 2 m.

Mounting

Attention!
Switch off the printer system before mounting the sensor.

- Connect the 25-pin socket of the sensor (1) to the peripheral interface (3) on the printer.
- Mount the Product Sensor according to the individual conditions.
  - The Product Sensor (reflective sensor, reflector) has to be arranged in such a way that the product to be labelled interrupts the beam.
  - The distance reflective sensor - reflector may amount to 2 m maximally.
- Switch on the printer system.
- Check whether the beam of light is reflected correctly. With correct reflection of the beam a LED lights up at the back of the reflective sensor.